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When To Water

Figure 1. The Lark
soil moisture tensi-
oraeter reading in
centimeters of water
divided by 10.
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Figure 2- A soil
moisture teneiometer

with readings In in
ches of mercury,
(units of mercury)
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The new well-constructed and durable
Lark soil teneiometer (Figure 1) works the
same as the one in Figure 2, but you can see
that the dial ls numbered from 0 to 100. The
capillary tension on this gauge ls given in
centimeters of water divided by ten (these
units of tension are in common use in Cali
fornia). To convert these readings to inches
of mercury (the figure with which most grow
ers are familiar), simply divide by 3-45.

Water the Boll when the reading reaches
10 or jJ. ori the new gauge.

Disregard the fact that the dial says
"wet" up to 30. This moisture designation Is
for use out-of-doors where it is not possible
to keep the soil as moist as it should be in
the greenhouse to get maximum growth, produc
tion, and quality of commercial cut flowers.

The Lark soil moisture teneiometer may
be purchased from the Irrigation Engineering
Co., Post Offioe Box 371, Riverside, Califor
nia or the Lord & Burnham Co., Irvlngton, New
York. John G. Seeley

cont. from pg. 3-Temp. and Mum Flower Devel.

Sticking In the Center

Petals on Arcadia "stuck" in the center
and failed to develop on many of the flowers
at 6o° while the flowers developed full cen
ters at 500. This problem has been of con
siderable Importance to chrysanthemum growers.
Some varieties have a tendency to do this
some years. More varieties were affected In
this manner In 1947 than in previous years.
This was probably because of the delay in
flowering because of long September days and
high fall temperatures (New York State Flow
er Growers Bulletin #27).

Temperature alone is oertainly not the
entire reason for this lack of development
of the center florets. These same varieties
do not produce this type of flower in summer.
Probably the amount of food available for
flower development is responsible. The to
tal amount of light during the fail months
is lees than in summer. This permits the
plant to produce a limited amount of food.
The high temperature causes the food to be
used in respiration and sufficient ls prob
ably not left for oomplete development of the
center florets.

Reflexed Petals

Gold Coast produced reflexed petals at
500 and concave petals at 60°. The flowers
opened at the two temperatures appeared like
entirely different varieties. Those at 6o°
being most desirable. This variety and
others having similar characteristics will
be good for early flowering, but will prob
ably be of poor quality in normal season when
the temperature reaches 50° during the flow
ering period.

Summary

Color of pink and bronze varieties is
better when flowers open at 500 than when
they open at 6o°.

Number of flowers per spray ls greater
when flowering is at 6o° than at 50°, and the
general form of the spray ia also better at
the higher temperature.

Varieties which tend to stick in the
center should be allowed to develop the buds
during the last three weeks at 50°, especial
ly from September to March.

Varieties which tend to produce reflex
ed petals should not be allowed to develop
at as low a temperature as 50°.

All varieties should be catalogued with
information concerning their response to tem
perature .

The exact temperature at which this
change-over occurs probably varies with the
total light received by the plant. Perhaps
it 18 550, 5gO or 6qO#
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